BARYE, Antoine-Louis
Paris 1795 - Paris 1875

Maker: Barbedienne

*Lion écrasant un serpent*
*Lion Crushing a Serpent*
modeled 1832; cast c. 1899

bronze

group
15 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)  x  19 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)  x  10 5\(\frac{5}{8}\) in.
signed on proper left rear: BARYE
under the snake: F. BARBEDIENNE FONDEUR
proper right front: 25 JUILLET 1899 / LE PERSONNEL DE LA MAISON / RHEIMS AUSCHER ET CIE [automobile manufacturers] / SOUHAITS DE BONHEUR
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Provenance

- JKM Collection, Joffa (1957-2012) and Bill Kerr Wildlife Art Collection
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**Related works**

- Related to this other copy at the same museum: W2003.034.